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Abstract—This dissertation explores novel and typical

interaction devices as an interface for a humanoid robot

control. The novel devices used were the Wii gaming

console remote control and the Kinect sensor remote

control for the Xbox 360 gaming console, the typical

devices used were a computer graphical interface and

a remote control directional pad.

The complexity of humanoid robots such as the iCub,

and the need for people to interact with them, either

simply for the control of its pose, or for imitation

learning, lead to the interest in new forms of interactions

with the robot. The new forms of control are expected to

be as precise as the previous ones, but to allow a more

natural and intuitive interaction. Recent interaction

devices released by the gaming industry are a good way

to achieve this goals.

To understand how these interfaces compare an eval-

uation was done, consisting of tests with objects for

the iCub to reach while being controlled using one of

the proposed interaction system. Differences between

users, comments, their involvement, and ease of use

were compared and associated with users profile and

interface characteristics.

The tests results suggest that different users adapt

differently to the same interface, having this in mind, it

was successfully shown that the new interaction devices

can be adapted to obtain better performance while

controlling an humanoid robot.

Keywords: interaction, humanoid, comparison, Kinect

and Wii

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots have been increasing in complexity as they

have increased on ability. Particularly in humanoids

this complexity is evident. Many times this complexity

is solved providing autonomy to the robot. Although

the autonomy level achieved today is not enough for

some of the tasks that robots are trying to solve. In

another front, games have also become very complex,

and in a way some games have similar needs to the

needs in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI).

Recently gaming companies have started to release

new and appealing interfaces to simplify and make

more natural the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).

These interfaces are intended to be used by non core

gamers so they are typically simple and robust. Also

because these devices are sold massively, the price

tends to be very low for a high tech device. The easy

access to these devices enabled the creation of Internet

gathering points where hobbyists, professionals and

researchers, discuss and expose their work, which

many times features novel and unexpected interaction

methods. HRI has also been taking advantage from

this movement, using it as inspiration for the resolution

of interaction problems between complex robots and

humans.

The iCub is an humanoid robot that replicates a child

in size and ability of movements[1]. This humanoid

is intended to be used in projects that range from

psychology to services. Currently the interaction with

the iCub is made through a Graphical User Interface

(GUI), or through coding, although this solution is

not simple to use.



The novel interface devices released and the movement

created around them, serve as inspiration to this work

as a new solution to an classical problem of HRI.

The goal of this work is not only to develop useful

solutions using these devices but also to understand

how they compare to typical interfaces as a human

commands using the iCub robot.

The two main contributions of this work are a set of

applications for the iCub control using these interface

devices, and the results of a evaluation done with

human subjects and several different interfaces.

II. RELATED WORK

A robot autonomy level can be measured by the per-

centage of time that a robot does not need intervention

to realize a task [2]. Nowadays robots are still not

completely prepared to be autonomous and understand

our language, but they have become useful in many

tasks as helpers [3]. HRI is responsible for the way

of “communicating” with a robot and control how it

may help us in a task.

The humanoid control problem as been approached by

several works in the past and used multiple different

solutions. One of those solutions has been telepresence

[4] that allows the remote control of a robot. The

novel devices that are used in this dissertation allow

for that type of remote control. Using these devices

it is possible to do motion capture of the users

movements and map it to the robot to enable learning

by demonstration techniques, as shown in other works

[5].

In the last few years there were several gaming

interfaces introduced by gaming companies that have

contributed for the development of the HCI, and from

which HRI has taken advantage. These interfaces have

been compared with each other by other works [6],

and considered as suitable for motion capture. With

these controllers it is possible to build cheap and

robust motion capture systems for HRI.

The iCub is a 140cm tall humanoid robot child, that is

able to crawl, sit, and do sophisticated manipulation

with its hands. The iCub has 53 Degree of Freedom

(DOF), 39 DOF that are distributed through the upper

part of the robot body, and 14 DOF are in the lower

part. The iCub project is all open source, which makes

all the development of the iCub available to anyone

interested. This software can be all downloaded form

the iCub website1 [7]. Each joint of the iCub as

at least one motor that can be controlled through a

server framework called Yet Another Robot Platform

(Yarp). All the low level control is made through a

set of Digital Signal Processor (DSP) based cards,

connected via Controller area network (CAN) bus,

specifically designed for the iCub robot[1]. The sensor

and motor-state data is passed on to the PC104

card located in the head of the robot, where all

that data is reformatted and synchronized with data

streams to a Gbit Ethernet connection. Typically the

heavier computation is made on independent machines

external to the iCub, connected through the iCub

Ethernet connection.

An Yarp network provides access and control to the

iCub motor joints. The main abstractions of Yarp are

the ports. Ports implement the observer pattern

that allows to send a message through one port,

to a multiple number of ports that are distributed

across different computers, this way the sender and

receiver can work independently. Another abstraction

implemented by Yarp is the device, that allows to

specify which device the programmer/user wants to

interact with and the framework provides an object

that hides the low-level programming details. This

pair of port/device allows for the development

1http://www.robotcub.org/

http://www.robotcub.org/


of a remote device driver that can be used across a

network, making the heavier processing independent

from the robot hardware.

Fig. 1. Wiimote with the Motion Plus extension attached.

The Wii Remote (Wiimote) (figure 1) is the novel

remote control used with the Wii gaming console. Its

many attractions are that it provides unique interaction

possibilities, it is inexpensive [8], [9] and durable.

What allows for unique interaction possibilities is the

accelerometer that can get the current orientation of

the remote, and the amount of force applied to the

remote in respect to the gravity [10]. This categorizes

this device as a spatial convenient device [11], making

it respect the three main spatial characteristics: pro-

vides spatial data, has sensors and emitters, also it is

robust, cheap, and easily configured. Also the Wiimote

has an extension port, through which it is possible to

extend the Wiimote capabilities. The extension used

for the work developed was the Wii Motion Plus

(WM+) extension, that enables a better motion capture

by adding a gyroscope to the Wiimote features. Inside

the WM+ there is a dual-axis gyro by InvenSense, the

IDG-600(pitch and roll), and a single-axis gyro by

EPSON TOYOCOM labeled X3500W (yaw). These

two gyroscopes allow to measure the rate of rotation

along all 3-axes of X (pitch), Y (roll), and Z (yaw).

The works that use this device range from motion

control systems [12], to robotic user interface [13], or

even art projects [14]. The flexibility and ease of use

has been presented as a efficient interface for robotic

control on several works [8], [13], [10]. These works

typically compare traditional interface methods with

the Wiimote interface, where the accelerometer and

Infrared (IR) camera are used to control a robot or a

3D environment.

Fig. 2. Microsoft Kinect sensor.

The Kinect for the Xbox 360 console from Microsoft2,

is a webcam style device add-on that allows a

controller free gaming interaction. The technology

used by the Kinect to produce its result is quite old,

but the algorithms that it uses for skeleton detection

and user tracking are the ones being presented as

innovations in the gaming world. The systems that

are used with this sensor allow to control games

using the user body without any type of controller

in the user hands. As Microsoft puts it “you are the

controller”3. Due to its low price and since there are a

few free Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

being released, there has been an exponential rise in

the amount of projects done using the Kinect. From

NASA4 to researchers and hobbyists, have contributed

to a very steep and interesting evolution in the natural

2http://www.xbox.com/en-US/Kinect/
3http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2010/oct10-/10-

21kinectads.mspx
4http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/01/10/

BUO01H4ISI.DTL

http://www.xbox.com/en-US/Kinect/
http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2010/oct10-/10-21kinectads.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2010/oct10-/10-21kinectads.mspx
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/01/10/BUO01H4ISI.DTL
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/01/10/BUO01H4ISI.DTL


interfaces community using this device. Those projects

show many times original, and unexpected uses of

the Kinect for different projects.

Fig. 3. Kinect sensor depth image example.

The Kinect can capture a depth-image where each

pixel indicates also its depth. To achieve such an

image several different techniques can be used, the

most typical are: stereo imaging, Time-of-Flight (ToF)

cameras, and structured light. The Kinect uses a

structured light pattern that is projected by the IR

light source. The image of that projection is captured

by an IR camera in the Kinect. The deformations in

that light pattern are interpreted by the Kinect software

to detect what is the distance of each pixel captured.

Recently Microsoft acquired a company that produces

ToF cameras and it is rumored that the next version of

Kinect might use ToF instead of the structured light

technique5. This preference is due to the quality of the

depth image calculated, that is higher in a ToF camera,

and also more robust to different environments.

III. PROPOSED INTERFACE SYSTEM

This work proposes to compare four interfaces for the

command of the iCub robot: a GUI, a Directional Pad

(D-Pad), a Wiimote device, and a Kinect device.

The interactions can be made with two different

control methods either at the single motor level, or

5http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/30/technology/30chip.html

Cartesian level. The single motor control is done by

setting the angle value of each motor individually. The

Cartesian control uses inverse kinematics to define

how a set of motors should be positioned so that an

end-effector reaches its goal.

Fig. 4. Computer motor interface - named robotMotorGui.

The GUI interface, shown in figure 4, was already

available in the iCub repository, so no development

was needed. This interface has implemented a single

motor and a Cartesian control, although in this work

only the Cartesian control is used. This option was

taken because the motor control with the GUI interface

was too complex. To define the goal 3D point of the

end-effector the GUI interface has three sliders, one

slider per axis. Altering the position of the sliders will

alter the desired position of the end-effector. Through

this interface it is possible, also by the mean of sliders,

to define the amount of time to reach the desired

position from the current point, and the orientation of

the end-effector. There can be only one slider altered

at a time, each time that a slider is altered the user

must wait until the end-effector reaches the desired

position.

The D-Pad interface uses the Wiimote buttons, al-

though its functionality could be easily passed to a

computer or any other device with six programmable

buttons. The front, back, left, and right buttons, move

the robot end-effector in the same height plane in

the respective directions relatively to the iCub robot.

To alter the height of the end-effector the - and +

buttons of the remote can be used, moving it down

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/30/technology/30chip.html


and up respectively. The robot only moves while the

user is pressing in one of the buttons. The movements

allowed by this interface are illustrated in figure 5.

Fig. 5. D-Pad interface movements.

The Wiimote and Kinect interfaces were both devel-

oped specifically for this work. All of these interfaces

only work while the trigger button (button B) on the

bottom of the Wiimote is pressed. This button has no

other use than setting the control on and off in both

interfaces.

Fig. 6. Wiimote controlled motors in the iCub arm.

The Wiimote motor control maps the rotation made

around each axis to a different motor. Because there

are more motors to be controlled in the iCub arm than

rotation axis, the arm is divided into two parts. The

arm and the forearm, the selection of which part to

control can be made by pressing buttons one and two.

The angle of a motor only changes while the user is

rotating the remote around the intended axis, when

the user stops moving the Wiimote the robot stops

immediately. The motors controlled and the axis of

each motor are shown in figure 6. In figure 7a the

arrows show the type of rotation per each part, blue

arrows arm part, orange arrows forearm part.

The Wiimote kinematic control is mapped to the

rotations of the arm around the iCub shoulder with a

constant radius. The radius can be altered by pressing

the - and + buttons, that decrease or increase the

radius size. What is meant by this explanation is

that the end-effector always follows a virtual point

that is controlled by the Wiimote. That virtual point

rotates around an origin point, the shoulder, from

which maintains a constant distance. A rotation of the

Wiimote around its X axis, results in a rotation of the

virtual point with the same amount of degrees around

the origin point in the X axis. In figure 7b the yellow

line represents the radius, the brown ball represents

the end-effector.

(a) Motor control. (b) Cartesian control.

Fig. 7. Wiimote control types.

The Kinect motor control maps the skeleton detected

to the iCub motors. Figure 8b shows the skeleton

detection made by a sample program. To map the

skeleton detected by the Kinect to the iCub each

of the rotation matrices that define the skeleton is

converted to Euler angles, if its confidence level is

higher than a defined threshold. The Euler angles are



mapped to the motors directly depending on the motor

axis. This way a pose that is detected by the Kinect

is mimicked by the iCub in the most similar way

possible.

The Kinect kinematic control maps the user hand

position to the iCub end-effector. Figure 8a shows

the hand detection made by a sample program. The

metaphor used for this interaction is grabbing the

robot hand, while standing face to face with it. So the

iCub will follow the user hand detected by the Kinect,

in a mirrored way. Pushing the hand front will mean

for the iCub to pull the hand towards itself. Moving

the hand to the left, will mean moving the hand to

the right relatively to the iCub origin. The iCub only

moves relatively to the hand initial position, where

the initial position is the position of the hand on the

first moment the Wiimote button is pressed.

(a) Kinect hand detection. (b) Kinect skeleton detection.

Fig. 8. Kinect detection made by sample programs.

IV. APPLICATIONS DEVELOPED

There were five applications developed that can be sep-

arated into two groups. The first group is the Wiimote

device group, the second is the Kinect device group.

The Wiimote group has three distinct applications,

an interface application, a solver application, and a

control application. The Kinect group has an interface

application and a control application. The structure of

the two common applications is the same, only being

distinguished by its inner logic.

Device Interface Driver
+getEventFromDevice()
+sendEventToDevice()

Device Interface Driver
+getDataFromPort()
+sendDataToPort()

RFModule
+updateThread()
+configureThread()
+addPort()
+sendDataToPort()
+getDataFromPort()

TypedReaderCallback
+onPortEvent()

(a) Simple representation of Yarp Device Driver main classes.

iCubGeneric
#DeviceData

+startRobot()
+stopRobot()
+updateDeviceData()
+updateRobotState()

Device Interface Driver
+getDataFromPort()
+sendDataToPort()
+update()

RFModule
+updateThread()
+configureThread()
+addPort()
+sendDataToPort()
+getDataFromPort()

TypedReaderCallback
+onPortEvent()

iKinContoller
+moveRobot(x,y,z,)
+convertDeviceData()

motorController
+moveRobot(id,angle,speed)
+convertDeviceData()

(b) Simple representation of the Interaction Module main

classes.

Fig. 9. Interaction applications structure.

The interface application implements the Yarp de-

vice abstraction. This application is responsible for

streaming the data from the interface device into a

Yarp port in a simple and usable format, so that

other programs can take advantage from that data

by connecting to the port or using it as an Yarp

device. The control application uses the Yarp device

abstraction implemented by the interface application.

This application is responsible for converting the data

retrieved from the interface application into values that

are used to control the iCub. Figure 9a shows the main

classes of the interface and control applications, in

the case of the Wiimote the control application is also

responsible for altering the settings of the Wiimote.

As can be easily seen by the figure both applications

have a device interface driver class that inherits from

the RFModule and TypedReaderCallback classes. The

functionality of this common class is similar in both

cases. Both applications have a data receiving port



that executes a function per each set of data received,

and a data sending port that is maintained by a

thread that writes data to that port. This system

enables communication between this two modules,

or other helper modules that might be implemented.

An example of a helper module is the Wiimote solver

application which is used to decide based on the WM+

data which is the best position for the end-effector to

try and reach.

The applications were developed using C++ and used

the Yarp and iCub libraries. For the development of

the interface applications, two extra libraries were

used to get data from the devices the wiiuse library6

and the OpenNI/NITE library7. The wiiuse library8

was used to get data and set settings of the Wiimote.

The wiiuse version used was altered by the fwiineur

library9 developers so that data from the WM+ could

be retrieved. The OpenNI/NITE library uses the IR

projector and IR camera from the Kinect to calculate

a depth map. Using this depth map and the NITE

algorithms it is possible retrieve a set of rotation

matrices or points that describe the pose and position

of a users body or body parts.

V. EVALUATION

The evaluation goal was to understand what were the

main flaws in each system developed by looking at the

users difficulties. From its results it was also possible

compare the several interaction systems.

For the evaluation test subjects with very different

backgrounds, and little technological knowledge were

chosen with the exception of one user that had a strong

technological understanding. The group of users was

composed of men and women, with age from twenty

6http://sourceforge.net/projects/wiiuse/
7http://www.openni.org/
8http://sourceforge.net/projects/wiiuse/
9http://fwiineur.blogspot.com/search/label/release

to sixty years old. All of the subjects use a computer

every day, although only two users had used Wiimote

like devices, and none of the users had ever used the

Kinect. This was also the first time any of the users

interacted with the iCub robot. There was a deliberate

choice of users with no technical background because

those users do not have any predetermined idea of

what to expect from such an interface, or from a

humanoid robot. For the evaluation, users were invited

to come to the lab during a weekend, so that they

could be comfortable.

The evaluation was split into two parts, the tests and

the questionnaire. There were six tests made. All of the

tests only used the right arm of the iCub, from shoulder

to hand. Two of them were based on typical interfaces,

a GUI, and a D-Pad (the Wiimote cursor). The other

four were based on two novel interfaces, the Wiimote,

and the Kinect. The novel devices interfaces were used

in two tests each, one using individual motor control,

the Wiimote motor test, and the Kinect skeleton test,

and the other on the Cartesian control, the Wiimote

kinematic test, and the Kinect hand kinematic test. For

the tests there was no feedback other than the robot

reaction, this made the tests harder. Using a graphical

feedback would result on having to consider the design

of that feedback and not only the interaction allowed

by the interface. These tests followed the interaction

described in section III, and used the applications

described in section IV.

Before and during the tests a presentation was shown

describing what was the iCub project, what was the

goal of that evaluation, what should the test subjects

do, and how the interfaces worked.

The tests were divided into five tasks. The three

first tasks of the tests were made to make the user

comfortable, and to check if the user was able to

do the most basic tasks. The first task was to “play

http://sourceforge.net/projects/wiiuse/
http://www.openni.org/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/wiiuse/
http://fwiineur.blogspot.com/search/label/release


around” with the interface, the second task was to

move the arm up and down, the third task was to

move the arm left and right. All users successfully

conclude these tasks without any difficulty.

The fourth and fifth tasks used a set of four objects

placed at the right arm reach distance and suspended

from the ceiling. The objects were numbered from

one to four, as can be seen in figure 10. For this

tasks the time spent, the amount of errors and the user

comments were annotated. Before any of the tasks

started the robot arm was positioned into an initial

“safe” position.

(a) Front view. (b) Left view.

Fig. 10. Interfaces test scenery.

The goal of task four was to touch all the objects,

from one to four, without colliding with any of the

other objects if possible. The goal of task five was

to touch objects four one and two, by this order. But

in task five besides not colliding with the unintended

objects, there was an obstacle (an A4 sheet of paper),

placed in the object three position. Collision with

the obstacle should be avoided. Figures 11 shows the

amount of time needed to conclude the tasks, and the

amount of errors per task.

The graphs support the idea that the most success-

ful interaction was the Wiimote cursor. The D-Pad

interface is the one that got the best time and

smaller error values. From user comments it was

GUI Wiimote Motor Wiimote 
Kinematic

Wiimote Cursor Kinect 
Kinematic(Hand)

Kinect Motor
0

1

2

3

4

5
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Task time

Touch Object
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(a) Task time comparison.

GUI Wiimote Motor Wiimote 
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Wiimote Cursor Kinect 
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Control type
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(b) Task error comparison.

Fig. 11. Tasks results.

possible to understand that this interface was the

most well known by users, helping to visualize how

action with the interface would result in a robot

reaction. By contrast the Kinect interface was the

least known interface. Although when comparing the

Kinect interface performance with the D-Pad interface

performance, the results were very similar in number

of errors and amount of time. The GUI interface was

a classic interface, but the control of the robot was

considered too complicated by the users, even with

only three sliders. The Wiimote interactions were the

most difficult to make the user understand how the

interaction worked. That difficulty in understanding

was reflected into the results. It is assumed that

the understanding of how the interaction works is

related to the difficulty of control. One of the subjects

achieved very good results in the Wiimote motor

interface only after being extremely clear about how

the interaction worked. This interface was specially

bad with the older users that did not seem to be



comfortable with the explanation.

VI. CONCLUSION

The motivational question for this work was “how

can novel gaming interfaces compare as a humanoid

interface?”. The answer was explored through an

evaluation made where several interfaces were used

with the same goal so that their performance could

be compared.

The strongest conclusion statement of this work is that

familiar interfaces perform better for the untrained

people. This could be taken from the fact that the

most successful interface during the evaluation was

the D-Pad interface. Even with limited control as with

this interface users were able to perform very well the

tasks proposed. The great strength of this interface

was that users knew what to expect, because they are

used to have this kind of interface and could easily

relate what they expected to what happened.

The Kinect although a novel interface was the second

most successful interface. This was the interface were

users saw more possibilities and the easiest to learn.

But being the interface that was the most unknown

augmented the uncertainty among users that it would

not really obey in the expected way, making users

spend much time testing it out to understand what the

iCub reaction would be. Being a common interface

eliminates this skepticism making the users have a

predefined idea of what might happen, as it was the

case with the D-Pad interface. Having a predefined

idea helps to adapt to the real interaction.

The Wiimote interaction supports this idea because

users that were not able to grasp the concept of the

interface, performed poorly, while users that were

able to understand it, slightly performed better. A

user that during a test understood very well how the

interaction worked was able to have a very impressive

performance, although in the beginning of the test

the user performance was very low. The Wiimote

was the less common control method, and also the

most difficult to relate to. Those were considered the

main reasons for the difficulty in understanding the

interface.
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